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BLUE BIRD
COMMERCIAL
BUSES
®

Built To A Higher Standard

A heritage of looking ahead.

Safety first. Quality that lasts.
When you’re making a commercial bus buying decision, your
main concerns are the safety and comfort of your passengers
– and the reliability of your bus. Blue Bird® Commercial Buses
deliver the best in both categories.

A long history of
passenger protection

Quality = reliability
and longevity

At Blue Bird®, we’re used to meeting the stringent

Blue Bird’s exacting standards applied throughout our

body construction standards required for school

buses translate to a host of benefits for you, including:

buses. In fact, we have a well-earned reputation for

• Lower maintenance

quality and durability that’s also affordable.

• Higher uptime

You’ll be glad to know we apply those same
principles to our commercial line. You’re assured
of the “best of the best” construction and safety.
You can also look to Blue Bird® for innovations that
boost fuel economy, enhance driver visibility and
improve passenger comfort.

• Lower repair costs
• Extended years of service
Blue Bird® Commercial Buses are simply designed to
outlast other buses. That means you can look forward
to getting your commercial passengers where they
need to go comfortably, safely, year after year.

Proven Body Design

Fuel Tank Location

Zero Maintenance Fasteners

All Blue Bird buses have a number
of parts in common, reducing parts
and service complexity.

The fuel tank is strategically
mounted between the frame rails
for added safety and durability.

Blue Bird’s Huck-Spin® fasteners
will never require re-torqueing
throughout the life of the vehicle
– one more way Blue Bird helps
reduce standard maintenance.

Reliable Body Electrical
Positive locking body electrical terminals ensure reliable connections
and make maintenance quick and easy to increase route uptime.

Ready for the most
rugged road conditions

Think “built like a tank.” Anvil-strong and practical.
But with the comfort and ergonomics that ensure

ONLY THE BEST
POWERTRAIN AND
FUEL OPTIONS
Blue Bird® buses are built with nothing
less than top quality components from
the best powertrain partners, including:

your passengers will thoroughly enjoy the ride.
Cummins

A real trooper, your Blue Bird® commercial bus

Allison

Ford

ROUSH CleanTech

delivers “crank every time” confidence you won’t
find anywhere else. That’s why it’s no surprise that
every Blue Bird Commercial Bus is 10-year,
350,000-mile Altoona tested.

You choose the fuel type that fits
your application:
Diesel

Propane

Gasoline

CNG

Ergonomic Driver’s Cockpit

Overhead Parcel Racks

Electronic Options

Designed to comfortably fit
virtually any body size, the cockpit
has an advanced dashboard that
matches the Blue Bird Vision for
seamless driver transition.

Provide spacious storage capacity.
Designed with lightweight modular
aluminum composite materials
and anodized aluminum extrusions.
Comes with options for LED
reading lights and a/c outlets.

Reading lights, Wi-Fi, Soft Touch
interior, video system, surveillance
cameras, and many other luxury
electronic options are available
on request.*

Advanced Seating Options
To fit your specific needs, Blue
Bird offers a wide variety of seat
design, layouts, fabrics and
coverings – including a number of
Blue Bird Fire-Block Vinyl options.

* Options are available through Blue Bird Factory
as well as your local Blue Bird Dealer

Custom built specifically for your needs

Your job is to envision exactly the right bus. Our job is to make
it. That’s why Blue Bird® offers so many features to choose from,
including buses with custom interior layouts, seating options and
finishing options. The comfort of the ride is guaranteed with a
variety of convenience and vehicle performance features.
You’re free to tailor your transportation solution to do exactly what
you need it to, whether it’s transporting a team, a tour group, church
members, retirement community residents – or simply moving any
group safely and reliability.

Getting your commercial
passengers where they
need to go comfortably,
safely, year after year.

Kneeling System

Large Palette Of Paint Colors

ADA Lift

Designed to lower front
entrance step, this system
makes it easier to load and
unload passengers safely.

To satisfy demand for a durable,
attractive, high quality paint finish,
we use PPG’s Delfleet® paint
system with its wide variety of
color choices.

This advanced lift system features
a power up, gravity down control
to conserve power, handrails and
a manual backup system.

Transit Sliding Windows
Thick laminated glass bronze tint
with 28% light Transmittent and a
number of options for opening.

New Standard Window Design
Improved top seal, with a felt seal,
on the upper and lower sash and
an enhanced lock rail. Allows for
ultrasmooth operation.

SO MANY CHOICES, ALL WITH UNRIVALED BENEFITS

Blue Bird offers a complete portfolio of buses, with seating capacity
ranging from 10 to 48 passengers. That means you don’t have to go to
two different dealers to get all the bus sizes you need. It also gives you

Quality
Safety

one convenient place to go for all the service and aftermarket needs

Durability

down the road.

Reliability

Blue Bird’s purpose-built design, robust construction, and dedicated

Longevity

sales and service support come together to offer you unmatched value

Comfort

over the entire life of your Blue Bird® bus.

Now the question is: which one can we build for you?

Commercial Vision Bus

Commercial Rear Engine Bus

Commercial Shell Bus

Microbird D-Series

Innovative
Proven

Commercial Front Engine Bus

Microbird CT-Series

To Learn More
Go to blue-bird.com or contact your local Blue Bird® dealer.

